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CONTEST RULES






PRI
ZES

Story Must be original
Double space the manuscript
No more than 1200 words in length
Include cover letter with name and contact info
Do not include your name or other identifying mark
on the manuscript
 No overt violence, offensive situations or vile
language accepted
TO ADD A BIT OF FUN
All stories must include the following
WORDS and PHRASES
Delight

Twilight
Wolf
Pretend
His name was Jack
A wood framed house
What difference did it make?
“I’ll get you if it’s the last thing I do.”

SIGN UP NOW
at
MARIGOLD PRODUCTIONS
for a fall workshop on
FINDING WHERE YOU FIT
AND GETTING THERE
with
SHIRLEE SMITH MATHESON
published, award winning author of
non-fiction books as well as
historical and contemporary
teen novels
Date and Venue to be announced.
Seating is limited.
No tickets at the door
Cost: 20.00 per person

Don’t tell me the moon is
shining; show me the glint of
light on broken glass.
Anton Chekhov

Fear

Always carry a notebook.
Unless an idea is committed
to paper, you can lose it
forever. Will Self
Faire et se taire. (Shut up
and get on with it). Flaubert
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PACIFIC RIM
CARPET CLEANING
15 year’s Experience
Fully Insured
Stain Removal
Carpet & Upholstery
Residential
Commercial
Water, Fire & Wind
Damage Restoration

Letter From The Editor
Hello,
We are in the lazy, hazy days of
summer, the ‘dog days’ when the heat is
intense and steady and the air stills and
we are left gasping like fish tossed up on
the sand. But we will enjoy the dregs of
summer as the alternative doesn’t bear
thinking about right now.

BRENT
250-720-5160

Feast on corn and burgers and slaw to
A about
your heart’s content. Don’t think
work or school or rainy days because
September will come soon enough of its
own accord and there is no point
borrowing trouble.
This is Missy with her paw on the July
issue. Her owner says she is looking for
her reading glasses LOL.

Anne
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August 30, 2019
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

August 3, 2019
BUCKET LIST CHALLENGE
9 am – 4 pm
at
QUALICUM BEACH
AIRPORT
August 9 – 11
Friday 4 pm – 12 pm
Saturday and Sunday
10 am – 12 pm.
FIVE ACRE SHAKER
at
McLean Mill
August 13
7:30 pm -9:30 pm
CARLY RIERSON - blues
at
CHAR’S LANDING

CRYSTAL JOURNEY
with DAVID HICKEY
at
CHAR’S LANDING

Sunday August 26 at 6 p.m.
Monday August 27 at 6 pm
AUDITIONS
for comedies
‘Take Five’ and ‘This Is A Play’
at the
CAPITOL THEATRE

Let us
know
what
your
events
are in
the
upcoming

months
at
778-4215244
ADSS Class of ’69 reunion will be
held Friday and Saturday
September 6th and 7th at the
Barclay Hotel in Port Alberni.
Email: dawnmajor706@gmail.com

August 15
7:30 pm – 9:30 pm
DANIEL CHAMPAGNE
at
CHAR’S LANDING
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Everyone wants to be financially stable but if you don’t have a plan – it’s not going to happen
– and there’s no point in making a plan if you can’t live within your means.
Above all, don’t go into debt. If you have to borrow to buy something, you can’t afford it.
This applies to credit cards as well. They are not meant to be extensions of your income.
Practice saying no to yourself and no, to your kids when it comes to impulse spending.
The second thing to take
care of is an emergency
fund, a cushion against
downturns in life and that
means having an amount
saved that will get you
through three to six months
of living expenses should
you ever need it. Sleep
better at nights knowing
you have protected your
family.
All

First you need to start
saving for your
retirement. Get a small
percentage or dollar
figure taken off your
wages each pay period
and have it go into an
RRSP or other
investment, Trust me,
this is money you won’t
even miss.

There is a third saving option that you need to look at and that is putting a certain
amount of money aside each month for specific goals such as a child’s education, a new
car, a holiday. A fund such as this enables you to pay cash for something that other
people have to borrow money for – at great expense in terms of interest, penalties and so
on.
these strategies involve paying yourself first, self -funding your goals and desires
while bypassing the load of debt others pay out in interest and other fees that
offset any benefits they might otherwise have had. You can do this!
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PORT ALBERNI - BACK IN THE DAY

1910
Photograph courtesy of the Alberni Valley Museum photograph collection PN15947

TIDEBROOK
THIS STATELY HOME was built in 1910 from bricks brought from England, each
one wrapped in its own piece of paper. The owner and builder, John Blascoe, was
rather famous in the Alberni Valley because he started a newspaper here called ‘The
Advocate’. He had made a fortune with a land company in the Peace River district
and with these riches he built this beautiful home and named it Tidebrook.
His wife, Eve, gave the house its elegance. She lived there for more than thirty three
years and when she died at the age of eighty six, her friend wrote a tribute to her
indomitable spirit.
“She had a profundity of life in her personality that knew no age,” her friend said. “Possessed of a keen sense of
humor, she was a raconteur with special talents and regaled her friends and acquaintances by the hour, she was the
life of the party and no one ever experienced a dull moment in her company from the twinkle in her eye to the
razor-like retort.”
Through the years, the house on Gertrude Street across from Roger Creek Park became a motel and later a popular
restaurant where the elegant living room was filled with tables and the wine flowed as the floor shone in the
firelight from the hearth. This period must have seemed like old-times to the house. Next came a terrible time when
the old house sat empty and derelict. Fires were set and the unloved building was finally demolished.
In the tribute to Eve Bledsoe there is a passage which could apply just as well to the life of the house as it applied to
her own life.
“Pass on, beloved, I seek no sign of you of faith or faith’s farewell. All that I had, I hold divine of you before these
shadows fell. I wrought for you a crown too dear for death to dim or life cast down.”
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Come
LAST JUNE WAS GRADUATION for many
students at the Alberni District Secondary
School. There were the usual dignitaries
and well-wishers represented but one of
the speakers said something so profound
it evoked tears.

ARE YOU AWAKE ALL NIGHT? Is your brain in
overdrive? Do you find yourself staring into the
darkness listening to the passage of time?
Sometimes this happens but there are ways to
combat the experience.

The words were simple, like all profound
things are. He was talking about how the
lives of the graduating students were
about to change in a radical way that they
might not have considered. He may as
well have been talking to the rest of us
and maybe he was. He said:

1. Check that you are healthy and fit
2. Have a regular bedtime - carve out at least
seven hours of sleep
3. Make your bedroom a sanctuary - don’t
share the space with pets or kids and their
own fussy sleeping patterns
4. Hide the alarm clock so as not to be
disturbed by its lighted face
5. Use the scent of lavender on your pillow
6. Don’t drink coffee in the pm - have a drink
of warm milk before bed instead
7. Alcohol is not a good thing to have at night it might make you doze off but you’ll be wide
awake again shortly after
8. If it is hot weather, put your pillowcase in a
baggie and ‘freeze’ it for fifteen minutes
9. Three times a week do aerobic exercises to
help work off excess energy or anxiety
10. Take a walk after dinner
11. Ditch your computers, laptops, cellphones
and other electronics with backlit screens by
9 pm - they all stimulate the brain
12. Read a regular book rather than an E book
in the evening for the same reason as #11
13. Get an app that plays a soothing white noise
like the sound of rain falling
14. Close your eyes and breathe deeply for a few
minutes to help quiet your body’s stress
response

“September will come and
you won’t be there.”
It was a shocking statement and true and
was probably something the students had
never thought about in all the excitement
going on around them.
The fact is that after many years of going
to the same place every day and meeting
the same friends and being taught by the
same teachers, it was all gone.
What a devastating thought.
We have all experienced and will continue
to experience the loss of something dear
to us, the complete turn-about of our
lives, the recognition that we didn’t
appreciate what we had when we had it.
Perhaps, this is only human, just another
rite of passage.
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THE FIRST DAY ON A NEW JOB is a scary and
lonely place to be. All you have going for you is a
head full of ideas that may or may not be of any
use to your new employer. You’ve already
agonized over what to wear and who you are
going to eat lunch with and you don’t have the
faintest idea of what you need to do first.
In order to succeed at this job, you will be
expected to learn the lingo, sort out the names and
faces and pick up on acceptable behaviors. It’s a
nightmare but these tips will help you to win out.
REMEMBER YOUR PERSONAL BRAND
Your first ninety days are often treated as an
extension of the interview – where you obviously
presented yourself well because hey, you got the
job. So, now you can use every interaction to
prove you are a diligent worker and someone who
your colleagues will enjoy working with. From
your first meeting onwards every task will be an
opportunity to learn, grow and represent yourself
in a positive light.
TRUST AND REWARDS ARE EARNED
Prove yourself by showing up and doing your
work well.
MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Workplaces can be tangled webs of ‘frenemies’,
cliques and gossip. Don’t get involved. Your
work is the only work you are responsible for.
ASK A LOT OF QUESTIONS
There is a lot to learn so don’t be afraid to ask.
HANG IN THERE
In a couple of weeks you will have aced it.

DARING TO FAIL
TAKING RISKS - STANDING OUT
IS AN INVENTIVE AND POWERFUL WAY TO
CATAPULT FORWARD
CONSIDER THE OPPORTUNITY COST
This is an economic idea that has power.
This is the concept of capturing what you
will lose and what your cost will be if an
opportunity doesn’t work out. The truth is
when business is hard/slow/tough the
opportunity cost is lower. But in any case
the same old - same old wasn’t working.
BE INNOVATIVE
If something doesn’t seem to work, change
gears. It is a risk but if it pays off, you’ll be
a winner. In every company, someone is
looking for a new idea.
MAKE SMART MISTAKES
Your best idea might fail. After you’ve had a
good cry, figure out what to do to correct or
reverse the mistake. Be creative in your
problem solving and often what started as a
mistake will turn into a super idea and you’ll
come out a winner after all.
CHOOSE FAILURES THAT TEACH
It doesn’t matter if you make an attempt
and fail. What matters is what you learned
from doing it; a better grasp of what your
customers want, new insight into how the
market responds, new and better ways of
conducting business.
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CITY
UPTOWN
is looking
UP
with new stores
everywhere

AN OPEN HOUSE CELEBRATION
was held recently for
JIM SAWYER
a calm and kind man well known to city
residents, Rotarians and golf players alike.
Jim turned ninety years young back in June.
Jim held the position of City Clerk at the
Alberni City Hall back when there were two
towns in the Alberni Valley.
When the twin cities of Alberni and Port
Alberni amalgamated in October of 1964,
Jim Sawyer became the deputy City
Manager of the newly formed town that we
know today. Two years later, he became
City Manager and he held that position until
he retired in 1987.

Look how beautiful the tree is now

Lorena/Rusty
3599 3rd Avenue * Tel: 250-723-3712 * Fax: 250-723-9499
alberniglass@shaw,ca
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CROWNING GLORY
COIFFURES
3781 10th Avenue
250-724-3531
 Senior pricing
available
 Styles for women
children and men
 Closed on Sundays
and on Mondays as
of August 12th
 Walk-ins welcome

Answer to
Suduko
page 35

PLEY
ROOFING
 INSURED
 FREE ESTIMATES

250-731-4510
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THE PENNYFINDER
BUY . SELL . TRADE
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO BUY, SELL OR TRADE?
YOUR AD IS FREE CALL US AT 778-421-5244

FOR SALE

MONEY SAVING TIP

LARGE COLLECTION OF DOLLS

Buy lots of groceries when on
sale and then miss a shopping
trip once a month and live off what
you have stockpiled.

(10-12) some still in their boxes – two are
fifty years old – some have glass eyes.

.FREE
Two fish tanks forty eight inches by 12 inches
One on metal stand
One on wooden stand with doors

250-730-2799
FOR SALE
Beautiful train set with lots of bridges, houses,
tracks. Many pieces are brand new and still in
original packaging.
PRICED UNDER COST AT $250. CALL

250-730-2799

Characters from Little house on the Prairie
and Goldilocks and the three bears are
just a few.

$500 FOR THE ENTIRE COLLECTION

Call - 250-723-9985
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AUGUST MOVIE PIC
An o r p h an ed
b o y u ses h is
g if t o f m u sic
t o f in d h is
b ir t h p ar en t s.

OSCAR
NOMINEE
STARS
Fr ed d ie
Hig h m o r e

A b eau t if u l
su m m er
m o vie t h at
h as
ever yt h in g .

Ker i
Ru ssell
Jo h n at h an
Rh ys
Meyer s

Cr o ss-st ar r ed
lo ver s, a
h o m eless
b o y, p eo p le
w illin g t o
h elp an d a
r ise t o f am e.

Ro b in
William s

FUNNY
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AVIATION
ALBUM

BARRIE FORBES

In the mid 1970’s, Barrie and
his friend John Van Beek
cleared land and built a
runway and two hangars on
John’s farm in the McCoy
Lake area. John and Barrie
made many flights in and out
of what they fondly called
McCoy International.

BARRIE FORBES was
always interested in
aviation as his dad was with
the RCAF as a mechanic
and driver and the family
had been transferred to
different BC communities
during World War 11.
Barrie got the flying bug in
1954 when Jack Sommers
took him for his first plane
ride in a Piper Pacer.
In July of 1955 when he
was seventeen years old,
Barrie took flying lessons
with Ray Bowerman, Larry
MacKenzie, Tom Bull and
Bob Moul. Their flying
instructor was Jim Murphy.

He received his pilots
license that October at a
cost of $400 with a $100
rebate from the government
upon completion.
In 1957, Barrie bought a
1941 Luscombe 8C (CF
BSR) and over the years
owned and flew thirteen
different planes.
He enjoyed many happy
hours exploring our
beautiful province. He
particularly loved sharing
his passion for flight with
others and made many
friends in Canada and other
countries.
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In 1977, there was an
earthquake off the coast of
Vancouver Island and a
tsunami warning was issued.
The Flying Club members got
together and flew their planes
to McCoy International for
safety but the tsunami never
materialized.
Barrie was a Regional District
representative for six years.
He worked hard to promote a
new airport, watched it being
built and when he saw it was
safe to land there, he piloted
his 1946 Piper to a perfect
landing. The first pilot to land
at the new airport.
Barrie was fortunate to enjoy
sixty years of flying. He’s
gone now but will never be
forgotten.

In Jules Verne’s story, Phileas Fogg goes
round the world in eighty days using all
sorts of transport trying to set a record.
The three pilots, on the left, set a record
not just for the flight around the world
but for every leg of the flight. Wow!
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Lunch was in progress in the garden one Sunday at the end of July when huge, soundless shadows appeared on the
grass. In the sky, were several vultures and an eagle flying in a circle just like might be seen in a western as
they circle some dying creature. The vultures had never visited my garden before and it was an eerie sensation to
see them there. Then, as suddenly as they had appeared, they were gone.

In my garden, the little stick with four leaves, that I bought at a garage sale, is on its way to becoming a lovely
lilac plant. It has a lot of lush leaves now, thick and green and shiny, even though it is still a very thin version of
what it will someday become. Stay tuned.
August is a quiet time, filled with heat and results from seeds you’ve sown. The hectic part with all the work is
done and you have only to collect the bounty that is presented to you
I am waiting for the tomatoes to ripen but confess that I have already eaten them green and fried with onions.
There is also a massive potato plant that is a volunteer. I can’t wait to see how many potatoes are there.
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NEIGHBOURS
THE SAGA OF BILL COVE - Continued
from a book written by Shirlee Smith Matheson

There are many funny
stories in the book about
Bill Cove. One of them
involves meeting his wife
for the first time.
In the last issue, the
Victoria Flying Services, a
concept dreamed up by Bill
Cove and Ray Schofield,
had become a reality and
now the next step was for
the two of them to put
money in the company and
become shareholders.
“It became so
overwhelming, so quickly.
I was just 24 years old,
driving a transport truck at
the time to pay for my
flying bills, so I opted out.
I thought the best thing was
for me to just be a pilot,”
Bill says.
The airline was successful
and Cove, with only 200
hours with virtually no
experience, had his first
flying job and he proved to
be a quick study.
“After I got 100 hours on a
Luscombe, I could go
anyplace,” he says.

“I was always doing sales
promotions.” Bill relates.
“We’d give people an
hour’s flight for $5 to pique
their interest. When we
came down, they signed up
for flying lessons.”
One of these people was
Morris Punt. Although
Cove was extremely busy, it
didn’t prevent him from
noticing Morris Punt’s
comely, dark-haired
daughter, Beverley, who
often accompanied her
father when he came to take
lessons.
While Morris was in the air,
Bev and her mother would
come to the office and have
coffee – personally brewed
and served by Bill Cove.
“By the time the ladies
arrived I’d have the coffee
made and I’d ‘wine ‘em and
dine ‘em’ as we used to call
it,” he says.
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Bill and Bev were wed on
October 1, 1960.
“Her mother was a big
influence,” Cove laughs. “I
fell in love with her mother –
she just doted over me. It was
a marvelous family.”
After his marriage, Bill went
to work for BC Airlines and
was stationed at Port Alice.
He had only been there one
day when he was ordered to
fly a Beaver to be ‘checked
out’ and he passed.
“We didn’t need an
endorsement in those days,”
Cove notes. “I had never read
a manual on a Beaver. The
idea was, ‘if you can handle
the airplane, you can have the
airplane. Just don’t get lost.’”
One aircraft did get lost. At
least no one knew what had
become of it.
Apparently, before Cove’s
arrival at Port Alice, the wife
of a resident log-broker had a
roving eye. Her gaze lit on the
local BC Airlines pilot, and
the mood was reciprocated.
The lovers decided to blow
town.

The night of their planned
escape, fog rolled in and the
entire coast was blanketed.
Undaunted, they took
possession of an amphibian
Beaver aircraft sitting at the
dock in Port Alice
Unable to fly out because of
the fog, they taxied for
twenty one miles on the
water – down the inlet,
through the rapids, past the
Indian village, through the
narrows, across the open
water, to Coal Harbour.
There, they tied the airplane
to the dock and hired a taxi
to take them to the airport.
They bravely entered the
terminal, nodded to people
they knew and bought tickets
on PWA’s flight to
Vancouver.
In the meantime, BC
Airlines was desperately
making calls. Where was
their airplane?
Later that day, the missing
Beaver was spotted, tied to
the dock in Coal Harbour
where the star-crossed lovers
had left it.
Not all flights turn out all
right or have an amusing
ending; some are deadly,
some are frightening.

One day in 1962, Cove was at
Mahatta in the Beaver when
he received a call: “Go in to
Port Alice, you’ve got a
stretcher case.”
An elderly patient, Mrs.
Murray, was hemorrhaging
seriously and the Port Alice
Hospital – as well as other upisland hospitals – had run out
of blood supply. Dodi Maher,
the head nurse and hospital
matron, would accompany
them on an emergency flight
to Vancouver.
Cove was in the air at 2:33 pm
figuring on a regular but
urgent flight. At this time of
year, it would be pitch black
by 5:00 but he should be past
Comox before then leaving a
half-hour or so to fly on to
Vancouver in darkness.
“We never checked weather,
we just went and did the trip,”
Cove says. “It had been a
nice day with a bit of a breeze,
so weather was the last thing
on my mind as I flew across
the hills to Beaver Cove.
He was going down Johnstone
Strait toward Kelsey Bay
when it started to snow. The
weather got worse and he had
to put the plane down on the
water.

He called back to Dodie.
“How are you doing back
there?”
“Not good. I hope it’s not
going to be much longer.”
What she didn’t say was
that her patient was
hemorrhaging profusely
and getting close to running
out of blood.
Dodi switched on the cabin
light and Cove knelt on his
seat to look back. He
nearly passed out at the
sight.
The patient was fighting
Dodi and both women were
covered in blood. If Cove
thought the situation was
hopeless before, now he
had shocking proof.
They were trapped in the
amphibious Beaver,
bobbing helplessly on the
black water.

TO BE CONTINUED …
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by Anne Pley

It was
hotTHEY
as stink
drove SOULD
down the
hump
THAT’S
WHAT
CALL as
THEheHARDY
WHO

to the valley floor - thirty
degrees Fahrenheit according to the dash of the red truck that was his airconditioned pride and joy. Always, when he got to this point in his trip home, he
thought of Pam. Would she be there at his journey’s end? He allowed himself to
yearn for Pam for the length of time it took to ask that question and then he
shrugged it off as if it didn’t matter. But it did, it always had.
By the time he got to the orange bridge, now painted a gun metal grey, he
had a grin on his face. This bridge had been orange in his youth and would
always be orange in his mind no matter what color it got painted next. A frown
appeared along with the sign for Sproat Lake Park. It had once been called
Smith’s Landing. He’d asked Pam to marry him there and her emphatic “No.”
still rang in his ears.
“I’ve got things to do,” she said, “and people to see.”
She had university in her sights, not him, and nothing he could say or do
was going to change her mind. Remembering this, his foot trod heavy on the gas
and the truck pitched forward. He sighed when the lake came into sight; placid
and mirror smooth. The lake was a constant in his life. It was not subject to a
woman’s moods.
His driveway appeared running in exuberant joy between the heavy firs. At
the top of the incline that dipped down to the house, he stopped the truck and got
out. The air was cooler here under the trees and a soft breeze from the water
ruffled his hair.
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The enticing scents of the feast waiting for him wafted up the hill;
burgers, corn, hot dogs and chili but he moved away from the temptation, away
from the family, away from all the back slapping and hand shaking he’d have to
endure as soon as he showed his face.
He left the truck where it was to take a narrow trail down to the water where
he sat on a log and contemplated his life.
This is what he loved; the silence, the majesty laid out in front of him, the
ability to be himself. He liked people well enough in small doses but his family
had grown to such frightening proportions that often, at times like this, it
overwhelmed him.
“Dad,” a sweet voice cut into his thoughts, “I thought I’d find you here.”
His youngest daughter took his hand and with a gentle tug, led him toward
the noise and laughter of his family. His wife of fifty years was there - a girl who
one summer had given up everything to be with him. He opened his arms wide
and she stepped into them.
“Welcome home,” Pam said.
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Bby Dr. Angela Damant, B.SC, D.V.M.

NOTHING SAYS SUMMER LIKE A CAMPING TRIP!
Camping with you dog can be great fun, but you may want to consider a few
things before heading out.


Make sure that the campground allows dogs. Not all do, and some have areas that are
“no dog” zones. If going into the backcountry of a provincial or federal park check
those regulations too.



If your dog has never been camping, it is a good idea to practice first. Take out the
gear that you will be using- bowls, leashes, tent or camper and let your dog check it
over. Have a “practice run” with your dog camping in your yard. Use a flashlight or
headlamp on a night time walk so your dog gets used to it and practice basic
commands like “come” and “heel”.



Make sure to add your dog’s necessities to your camp check-list – food, water,
dishes, medications, supplements and treats, a collar or harness and a leash (and a
spare, just in case); your dog’s bedding, a couple of towels, a comb/brush, a personal
flotation device (if canoeing or boating), some first aid supplies, a light-up collar,
and don’t forget the waste bags!



Have your dog’s vaccinations up to date and see he’s on flea and tick preventives.



Plan activities that you can do with your dog. Hiking is a great option but consider
the difficulty of the trail and the ability (and experience) of your dog. Build up
stamina and toughen paws before leaving for your trip by doing training hikes or
bikes.
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When out on the trail, keep your dog leashed and when at your campsite, keep your
dog on a long line.



Some trails may be dog-free in order to preserve fragile ecological features.



Be careful around wildlife. Even smaller animals like racoons and beavers can inflict
serious injuries on dogs of all sizes.



Don’t plan on leaving your dog alone at your campsite if you head out for a day hike.
It is potentially disruptive for other campers.



Remove your dog’s waste and dispose of it properly.



There are a lot of unusual sights, scents, and sounds at the campground that might
make your dog bark more than usual. A well-exercised dog is less likely to yap all
night long because he’ll be tired.
CAMPING IS A FUN FAMILY ADVENTURE.
With a little planning, you can make great memories that include your dog!

For more information contact your veterinarian.
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By Nan cy Bach m eier

SCOTLAND Part 2
Edinburgh Castle, in Scotland, is not the only thing to see in Edinburgh. Wander the Royal
Mile, the street that begins at Edinburgh Castle and ends at Holyrood Palace, official residence
of Queen Elizabeth II when she is visiting and walk down Mary King’s Close, an historic close
that lies beneath the modern buildings on the Royal Mile. Tour the street/buildings/rooms
from the 17th century and see how people lived 400 years ago and there is a lot more to see.
About an hour north of Edinburgh, you will find the city of St. Andrews, home of where golfing
originated, back in the 14th /15th century. You can golf on the Old Course but need to book it
in advance. The cost is approximately 180 Pounds or $295 Canadian for one round, depending
on the exchange rate. Tour the city by foot and see the ruins of St Andrews Cathedral and see
the 600 year old prestigious University of St Andrews, founded in the year 1413.
On your way to Aberdeen, make a stop at the Glamis Castle, home to the late Queen Mother’s
family, located in Angus. Take a tour and learn the history of this beautiful castle. Make a
stop as well at the Dunnottar Castle. This stunning castle’s ruins sit upon the edge of the cliff
overlooking the breath-taking coastline. Crathes Castle, the ancestral home of the Burnett
family, is another great place to visit. It is said to be haunted by the Green Lady, along with
her baby, and her spirit has been seen by many visitors over the years.
To take a wondrous trip to Scotland .call Nancy @ 250-731-9645 for more details.

To be continued ….
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KRAZY KOLORING
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.

SOLDA’S FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN 8:00 AM DAILY

P

250-723-2474

New
Specials
Daily

Special
Menus for
Weddings

Something
For
Everyone

Events
Teams

Like us on facebook
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AUGUST FASHION 2019
Great fashion should be all about
making women feel good
TOTALLY IN AT LAST! sneakers with dresses, skirts and pants
ALSO AU COURANT - neck scarves – falls hot colors from Pantene

SNEAKERS
EVERYWHERE

LOOK
YOUR
BEST

AUGUST 2019
Twelve Hot Colors
For Everyday
Fiesta, Jester Red, Tumeric,
Living coral, Pink peacock,
Pepper stem, Aspen gold,
Princess blue, Toffee,
Mango mojito, Terrarium
moss and Sweet lilac

NECKTIES
ARE BACK
wrapped double and
tied in front or worn
cowboy style

Four in-colors for work
soybean, sweet corn,
granite brown and eclipse
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Answer on
Page 5

BRAIN TEAZER

A new red lipstick for every skin tone
Maybelline

RED FOR ME

A new red lipstick for every skin tone
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RED FOR ME

by
by

250-720-7512
NEW BUILD & RENOVATIONS

Residential & Commercial
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BE A SUBSCRIBER TO
THIS MAGAZINE
t

This is a free monthly magazine but for a
$12.00 subscription fee our subscribers get:
 HOME DELIVERY FOR A YEAR
12 ISSUES
 THEIR NAME IN A PRIZE DRAW
IN EACH ISSUE
Names of winners are drawn by people
not associated with the magazine

The winning subscriber in the
August issue is

LORI THOMSON
$50 gift certificate from
4833 Southgate Road
#107 3949 Maple Way
2943 10th Avenue

BUY LOW FOODS
If you want to subscribe to this magazine
mail in the form to
4641 Margaret Street V9Y 6H1
or bring it to our office or email us at
marigoldproductions@shaw.ca
You can also view or download
the magazine at
marigoldproductions@alberni.ca
YES, I want to subscribe to the magazine
NAME _________________________
ADDRESS ______________________
_______________________________
TELEPHONE ___________________
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723-4940
723-7270
723-9850

When August arrives so do the lights
Streaking across the sky.
Bold Beautiful
METEORS
Flames of creation.
I watch the sun
by
Waiting in quiet anticipation.
As dusk descends
A. R. Damant
It brings a silence.
Calm and deep.
We get in the car and drive
The tires crunching gravel
Until we reach a spot where the glare of the city vanishes
And all that is left is pure, sweet darkness.
Exhaling, I lay back on the blanket
And open my eyes Wide.
It takes some time but then the first stars appear
And soon others join the party.
Glittering guests in a room of velvet.
A murmur escapes from my sister and she points excitedly.
I squint and see the faint trail
Our first falling star.
Soon the sky is alive with death
As rocks from space crash into our atmosphere
Burning Consumed by heat
In one last triumphant display of
Raw Cosmic power.
There are so many meteors that I lose count
And forget to cast my wishes into the unknown.
Laying there, silent
I watch the show and let my mind fly up into the heavens
Until a pink tinge of dawn emerges at the edge of my vision.
I wipe my tired eyes and yawn.
Night is over
A new day has begun.
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DO YOU
REMEMBER
PAUL ROACH
from 1987?

Paul at Tofino in 1987

Paul with Scott Wilson

p

Paul with other pilots
at Ganges in 1995

Paul with Roy Henry Vickers
at Owikeno 1987
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These days Paul is a pilot for WestJet. Based in Vancouver, he flies a Boeing 737
everywhere WestJet goes. As Standards Pilot, Crew Management, he handles crew
issues and with his team provides support and training to 1400 pilots.
Paul is most proud of his four daughters, grown now but very dear to him.
He’s still a ‘fun’ kind of guy. He recently returned to Tofino on a test flight in an empty
WestJet 737-800 in which he could go wherever he wanted. He chose Tofino and did an
approach and departure over the Tofino Airport beside Long Beach.
“Probably the biggest thing in approved fun,” he laughs.
In keeping with his water borne, outdoorsy upbringing in Port Alberni, Paul lives in
Steveston and keeps a sailboat on Salt Spring, trading a horizontal 737 wing for a
vertical ‘wing’ on the boat. At heart, he is all islander.
And this is where Paul is hanging out today.
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After 2017 and 2018, this year will be a breeze. The best thing about 2019 is the fact that all
the long-term planets in your sign have moved from their stressful alignment to an easier one.
Being a fire sign, you are a power house of energy. You believe in leading the group instead of
being part of one. Your confident attitude and excellent skills separate you from the ordinary.
The desire to maintain such excellence keeps you under pressure which can sometimes lead to
over-thinking and mental exhaustion.
One of your biggest turn-offs is criticism. You do not take constructive criticism well - let
alone hefty doses of it. You do not like to be wrong and criticism says “you were wrong.”
2019 is a season of action and fire. It’s time to get out there and shine. It’s time to put yourself
on a stage.
RELATIONSHIPS

HEALTH

MONEY

Will be highly satisfying
and sensational in 2019.
This year is a good time
to build positive love
relationships. Optimism
and positivity will be felt
from the beginning of the
year and will have
positive effects on your
love life.

2019 calls for some
attention toward health as
the placement of Saturn
could possibly aggravate
existing health problems.
It has the power to create
negative energies leading
to stress & tension. Relax
with music & meditation.

A good and stable year
ahead but avoid getting
involved or over indulgent.
The patience you’ve had
so far will begin to reap
rewards.

You will feel more
sensuous this year as
compared to other years.
Don’t listen to false
promises, sentiments or
hopes.

PROFESSIONAL
Be open to taking risks
and work as hard as you
can to achieve your goals,
Find motivation from
anywhere you can to head
your business in the right
direction.
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FAMILY
Some issues might come
up in 2019. Seek a strong
footing. Don’t let your
emotions and sentiments
bring you down.
Diplomacy and tact to
solve family matters is the
way to go this year. Take
calculated risks to keep
things under control.

Answer on page 11
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Supporting Charities and Non-Profits in
Port Alberni

Bus Stop Ads
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